Natural gamma-ray background is composed of four components; which include cosmic rays, cosmic ray produced atmospheric activity, terrestrial sources, and skyshine from terrestrial sources. Skyshine is radiation scattered from the air above a source that can produce a signal in radiation detection instrumentation. Skyshine has been studied for many years but its contribution to the natural background observed in a detector has not been studied. A large NaI(Tl) detector was used to investigate each of the four components of the natural background using a series of 48-hour measurements and appropriate lead shielding configured to discriminate contributions from each component. It was found that while the contribution from skyshine decreases rapidly with energy, it represents a significant portion of the background spectrum below ~500keV. A similar campaign of measurements using a HPGe detector is underway.
Introduction
Natural gamma-ray background radiation originates from four distinct components: cosmic ray shower events, cosmic ray produced atmospheric activity, terrestrial sources, and skyshine from terrestrial sources. The first of these, cosmic rays, are energetic particles of extraterrestrial origin that enter the Earth's atmosphere [1] . The primary cosmic radiation is made up of charged particles, predominantly protons, and heavy ions that have energy spectra extending into the GeV range and beyond [2] . Cosmic sources can vary with the solar cycle and are influenced by latitude, barometric pressure, solar activity, diurnal cycle, and weather [3] . This primary cosmic radiation interacts with the atmosphere, generating a shower of very high energy secondary particles that includes mesons, electrons, protons, neutrons and photons. At the Earth's surface this secondary cosmic radiation is narrowly collimated along the line of the original radiation. Fast neutrons from cosmic interactions can also create additional gamma rays [4] . The second component, atmospheric activity, results from a continuous production of cosmic ray generated unstable isotopes, including a roughly constant level of 14 C which permits radiocarbon dating, as well as gaseous 222 Rn emitted terrestrially as part of the 238 U decay chain.
The third contributor, terrestrial background radiation, is low intensity gamma radiation from the ground that results from the naturally occurring radioactive decay of isotopes of uranium and thorium and their daughters, and potassium ( 40 K). Terrestrial background sources can vary spatially due to the materials in the soil and temporally due to changes in the weather primarily affecting the release of gaseous 222 Rn from the soil [5] .
The final contributor to the background, and the least studied, is known as skyshine. This represents atmospheric scattering of radiation from terrestrial background components (or, in general, from man-made sources as well). Skyshine from terrestrial sources has been considered a negligible contributor in most detection applications. However, skyshine from man-made sources on the ground, including accelerators [6] , medical sources [7] and industrial sources [8] has disrupted specialized detection efforts in the surrounding area. This has been a recent concern in areas such as the ongoing effort to detect illicit nuclear sources at US border crossings and seaports. This motivated the effort reported in this paper to attempt to quantify the contribution of skyshine, in the absence of man-made sources, to the natural background. Very little research has been carried out on this subject, particularly in the 0-4 MeV range. Published results have dealt with quantifying the terrestrial and cosmic components, and considered skyshine to have little impact even in the lower energy regions (see, for example, Figure 1 ). The purpose of this work was to measure the various components of natural background in the 0-4
MeV range using a NaI(Tl) detector, to segregate the individual components, and to provide some quantification as to the impact of each component to background radiation, and particularly to characterize the relevance of skyshine over this energy span. 
Materials and Methods
Preliminary measurements were made at 18 outdoor sites within a 350 m radius around the external site selected for measurements to assess the degree of uniformity of background radiation in the vicinity. An unshielded electrically cooled high purity germanium (HPGe) detector (Ortec Detective) collected the background over a 7-minute run at each location.
With one exception, the subsequent measurements to quantify background contributors were made at a single site, selected by virtue of its 300 m distance from any structures, and greater than 350 m separation from the nearby Columbia River. A 4"x 4"x 16" thallium-doped sodium iodide (NaI(Tl)) detector (Scionix Holland, 3.5N-E2-X) was used. The detector was computer-interfaced using an Ortec digiBASE™, and data were collected utilizing multi-channel analyzer emulation software (Ortec Maestro-32 v6.08). A portable generator was used to supply power for the setup. Each measurement was made over a continuous 48-hour period, with the exception of data collected on a boat on the Columbia River over an 11-hour period. Various configurations of ≥6" thick lead shielding were arranged as detailed in the following sections, and summarized in table 1. 
Unshielded Configuration
The detector was placed on a tarp on the ground at the primary site with no lead shielding in order to collect an unobstructed spectrum of the natural background ( Figure 2 ). 
Terrestrial Component Measurement
The detector was placed directly on the ground and ≥6" of lead bricks were placed on the remaining 5 sides of the detector to measure the terrestrial component of background radiation. Figure 4 shows this set-up prior to two supportive steel plates and a 6" layer of lead bricks being placed on the top of the lower tier of lead bricks. The arrangement was designed to help shield the detector from the cosmic and skyshine components of the natural background. 
Cosmic and Skyshine Measurement
The detector was housed in ≥6″ of lead bricks covering the ground and four lateral sides, leaving only the top exposed, in order to measure the atmospheric (skyshine and cosmic) components of background radiation, minimizing the terrestrial component ( Figure 5 ). 
Cosmic Component Measurement
To separate the cosmic components, both primary and secondary, from the terrestrial and skyshine contributions, measurements were made on the Columbia River at a sufficient distance from land so that air scatter (skyshine) from ground sources and direct terrestrial radiation were negligible. It is reported that skyshine falls off to <0.01% at about 600 m from a source [8] . The boat was anchored in ~10 m of water at a position that was >1000 m laterally from land and any structures (location shown in Figure 6 ). Two to four inches of lead was placed around the side perimeter of the detector to provide additional shielding from any potential terrestrial contribution ( Figure 7 ). With the skyshine and terrestrial components minimized, this scenario was considered to allow the collection of the cosmic component, however there may be some contribution from radon, as well as some gamma radiation of terrestrial origin. The total count rate of each measurement was compared to the averaged count rate across all eighteen runs. The observed variations were less than 3.5% with the exception of one outlier with a ~8.0% difference. Similar energy signatures were found in each case. The signal of the outlier was suppressed across the energy range tested. This particular data set was collected on the edge of an unpaved, compacted ground access road which had two standard Conex shipping containers situated ~20 yds away. These represent plausible causes of a lower count rate as, in general, data collected on natural sites exhibited slightly higher count rates, while those made near paved or compacted roads were slightly reduced.
For the natural background measurements a periodic gain shift, sometimes pronounced, was seen throughout the 48 hour period. The shift appeared as a sinusoidal variation, likely temperature dependent in origin. The peaks drifted to higher channels throughout the night when the temperature was low, and then to lower channels during the day when the temperature increased. Figure 9 incorporating a geometric adjustment to correct for the reduction in solid angle due to the lateral shielding. From the maximum in the measured spectrum at ~50 keV, there is a three order of magnitude reduction in the count rate by ~650 keV. The spectra shows broad weak peaks due to a terrestrial, radon or cosmic contribution, but in general the signature is structureless. Figure 13 . Gain shift corrected Na(Tl) spectrum for the total 48-hour period for the cosmic and skyshine components
The cosmic ray contribution (Figure 14) , taken on the river, to the natural background is at least one order of magnitude less at low energies than other measured source contributions, and is only ~3 times the count rate for the completely shielded detector (Figure 11 ) in this energy regime. As in prior cases, the shielded background (Figure 11 ) is subtracted, however in this case since the "shielding" was largely accomplished by locale, no geometric correction was made. Summary data are compiled in figure 16 . Data for the terrestrial component and net unshielded background correlate extremely well above an energy of ~500 keV indicating that, as expected, the terrestrial source represents the principal contributor to the overall background on land at energies between ~500 keV-3000 keV. However, these two data sets are divergent below ~500 keV, indicating other important contributors to the total background in this energy regime.
As discussed above, compared to the the unshielded background the cosmic component is a minor factor over the 0-3 MeV energy range, and particularly so in a relative sense <500 keV, contributing ~1cps/channel (Figure 14) . Excluding the terrestrial and cosmic components, skyshine remains. While the skyshine contribution to the total background decreases rapidly above ~50 keV, it is important to note that it represents a sizeable, and most decidedly non-negligible, fraction of the composite background <~500 keV. Figure 16 shows that between ~500 keV and ~3300 keV, the ground contribution matches the unshielded background well. Above ~3300 keV the cosmic component becomes more dominant.
To better quantify the magnitude of the skyshine contribution, in addition to the geometric corrections to the terrestrial and sky (cosmic plus skyshine) measurements noted earlier, a numerical scaling was applied to the combined cosmic and skyshine data. As suggested by the terrestrial and background plots in figure 16 , this correction largely adjusted data in the low energy region. This theoretical fit, summed with the terrestrial contribution, matches the experimentally obtained unshielded background quite well across the entire energy range tested (Figure 17 ). This numerical fit provided an upper bound used to bracket the skyshine contribution to the unshielded background.
Figure 17. Comparison of Experimental and Calculated Background
Using the experimental data shown in figure 16 , and the numerical fit shown in figure 17, limits on the magnitude of the skyshine contribution can be assessed. At ~100 keV skyshine constitutes between 24% -49% of the net unshielded background; at ~200 keV between 18% -31%; and at ~300 keV between 6% -15%. By ~500 keV skyshine is on the order of the cosmic contribution, and equates to 0% -5% of the background with the terrestrial sources accounting for almost all of the background. These findings are summarized in Table 2 below and reveal the importance of the skyshine contribution to the natural (net unshielded) background over this low energy region. Table 2 . Skyshine contribution to composite background ~100 keV 25%-50% ~200 keV 18%-35% ~300 keV 5%-15% ~500 keV 0%-5% Table 2 . Skyshine contribution to natural background at various energies ≤~500 keV
Conclusion
A large NaI(Tl) detector was used to collect background readings for a number of scenarios and shielding configurations for energies between 0-4 MeV. The terrestrial component was, as expected, the dominant factor in the composite background for energies between ~500keV and ~3000 keV. The cosmic (primary and secondary) component was found to be a very small contributor at energies <~3000 keV, but gained relative importance at the terrestrial component diminishes. Above ~3300 keV, the cosmic component becomes the main contributor to the natural background in the energy region investigated. The unanticipated result was that skyshine was found to be a significant contributor to the natural background at low energies, potentially contributing up to 50% of the total background at ~100keV. This suggests that skyshine, which is generally neglected in detection work in the absence of man-made sources, could be a very significant influence affecting radiation detection equipment in the <~500keV region. Additional measurements are underway using an HPGe detector, following a methodology similar to that used for the NaI(Tl) measurements discussed in this paper.
